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Fire Tricks: A Profound Secret
in the Mamluk Military Tactics

(648 – 923 AH/ 1250 – 1517 CE)

Lamiaa Yaqup Senosy*

Introduction

Importance of Fire Tricks during War
Fire is considered one of the primordial forces 

of nature(1). It is one of the most crucial elements 
of which man makes use in various aspects of life. 
It was used in peace as well as war during the 
Mamluk period(2). Ibn Mankalī presented patent 
evidence of the usage of fire during war, saying “It 
is essential for soldiers to know about zarrāqah(3), 
hurling if it is possible”(4). He also said “How 
grand the reward the zarrāqah artificer got! Lots 
of people invoke Allah for him. Ḏū al-Qarnayn 
did not conquer forts except by using fire. Most 
forts cannot be taken except by using fire. We seek 
refuge in Allah from fire”(5). 

Fire tricks are one of the most important tricks 
that were used in the Mamluk wars. The Mamluk 
military manuscripts emphasize that the Mamluks 
utilized fire in their military tactics, saying, “The 
kings of old times did not engage in war except 
by stratagem. The Prophet, peace and blessings 
be upon him, said, “War is trickery”. This was 
the practice until the time of Halāwūn(6) when the 
people of Egypt used this trick and defeated the 
Tatars (Mongols). The Akādīš(7) dare not face fire 
and the horse will run away with its rider”(8). (pl.I) 
These vivid narratives speak for themselves; 
they need no further comment. In the wars of 
the Mamluks, fire tricks played a great role in 
frightening the enemy′s cavalry and horses so as 
to cause disorder in their ranks(9).
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Fig. 1. Performing fire tricks on a horse, in: Nabīl 
‘Abd Al-‘Azīz, Al-Malā‘īb fī ‘aṣr salāṭīn al-mamālīk: 
hazl fursān al-ḫayl wa ba‘ḍ mā yunazzih nufūsuhum 
wa abdānuhum qabla yawm al-ḥaqā᾿iq, vol. 2 (Cairo: 

Maktabat al-Anǧulū al-Miṣriyyah, 2006): 20.

 Fire Tricks in Mamluk Military
Manuscripts

The Mamluk military manuscripts present 
detailed descriptions for one of the most famous 
tricks, which was known as “Fire Performances 
on Horses”. Performing this trick required precise 
preparations. The Mamluk horseman had to cover 
his costume as well as his horse’s cuirass with 
special non-flammable coating(10). The next step 
was to provide the costume and the cuirass with  
nafṭ. The Mamluks were keen on being sure that 
the whole bodies of the horseman and his horse 
were totally covered before enkindling the nafṭ. 
Thereby, they succeeded in having a flaming 
horseman mounting a flaming horse(11). 

In the following lines, this research presents 
some of the different recitations of this trick. 
Al-Ṭarsūsī tackled it under the title “Using Fire 
on Horses”, saying “Take tağāfīf (12) lined with 
felt. Cover horses with them after overlaying them 
with a fireproofing coat […] Stain these tağāfīf 
well with this [coat] until they become wholly 
saturated. After that, use hanks(13) of oakum as 
bells and wet them with nafṭ. Wrap them up with 
fine iron strings. Tie them to the forepart, the 
back, and around the rump of the horse; all these 
are put over the tağāfīf, felt-lined attire, hessian 
mail, and pants. All these [clothing] should be 
thoroughly saturated in the aforementioned coat. 
Put oakum bells—similar to those bells of the 
horse’s tağāfīf—around the arms and the back [of 
the horseman clothing]. Wear a helmet made of 
felt and overlaid with the coat over your head. Put 
some of these bells around the helmet and on its 
head. Mount the horse and be careful that none of 
its limbs come out. Ride it back and forth as this 
scares the enemy. If it is performed at night, it will 
be horribly terrifying”(14). (Fig. 1, pl. I)

Al-Aqṣirā᾿ī described it as follows: “Utilizing 
a Sword, Leather Shield, and Fireˮ. He says, “If 
you want to do this, prepare fire equipment like 
felt, silk, iron, and suchlike. Make a kaffieh; one 
whose lower part is made of silk while its upper 
part is made of rusty iron in the form of šawārik(15), 
pierced, and sewn to the lower part. Then, put it 
[the kaffieh] on […] and keep the iron uncovered. 
Be ready with three pieces of felt; two of them 
are of the length and width of your finger and 
the third is the same as your hand size. Then, 
take ornithogalum and stain one side of the felt 

Pl. I. Fire tricks artificers practising nafṭ arts, 
Ibn Ḫazzām, al-Maḫzūn fī ğāmiʻ al-funūn 
 preserved at Institute of Oriental Studies in St. 
Petersburg, in J. Digard, Cheavaux et cavaliers arabes 
dans les arts dʼorient et dʼoccident (Paris, 2002): 105.
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Fig. 2. Performing fire tricks on a horse, in Nabīl ‘Abd 
Al-‘Azīz, Al-Malā‘īb fī ‘aṣr salāṭīn al-mamālīk: hazl 
fursān al-ḫayl wa ba‘ḍ mā yunazzih nufūsuhum wa 
abdānuhum qabla yawm al-ḥaqā᾿iq, vol. 2 (Cairo: 

Maktabat al-Anǧulū al-Miṣriyyah, 2006): 17.

well. After that, sew oakum on the other sides till 
it becomes attached. Wet them well with white 
nafṭ and sandarac. Prepare a bottle full of white 
nafṭ. Order the boy [sic] to bring out all this 
[equipment] with him along with a lit candle or 
a murawbaṣ(16) rope or suchlike. The boy should 
stand on the right-hand side. As for you, enter and 
start playing with the sword and the leather shield 
until you reach the nāward (17) entrance. Rotate the 
nāward until you reach the boy, who is at the right 
side. Take the three [pieces of] felt from him. Stick 
the circled one at the middle of the leather shield. 
Stick the one crosswise on the iron of the helmet 
and the other on the tip of the sword. At this time, 
it is more suitable to incline this felt to the candle 
rather than the others. Consequently, the oakum of 
the felt, which is wet with nafṭ, is kindled. After 
that, let the tip [of the sword] touch the felt that 
is at the middle of your helmet and it will kindle. 
Then, let the tip touch the felt that is at the middle 
of the leather shield. Do this as if you are practising 
the strokes of the sword and the leather shield, 
which you are trained to do. Consequently, all of 
them [felt pieces] will become inflamed. Then, 
take the bottle of nafṭ, fill your mouth with nafṭ 
and work. Blow—out of your mouth—upon the 
tip of the sword and it will ignite. Blow upon the 
tip of the sword(18) and a grand fire will come out 
of its center. Pour the rest of the bottle upon your 
head. Great fire will break out of it. If the fire is 
extinguished […] move away from the procession 
lest anyone know your secret. If you are reluctant 
to put the nafṭ in your mouth, be ready with some 
colophony(19). So, when you ignite the three pieces 
of felt, sprinkle colophony over them as this is 
safer for you […] You can follow this method if 
you do not know the tarābīṣ(20) and hate nafṭ”.(21) 
(Fig. 2, pls. II–III)

Moreover, Ibn Mankalī showed the possibility 
of using a sword, a flammable lance and a fire-
flag in this trick, which he tackled under the title 
“Acting with Fire on Horses”, saying, “Make 
hessian tağāfīf. Cover it with felt and overlay it 
well internally and externally with the coat. Make 
hanks of oakum and use them as bells. Then, 
wrap them up with mamṭūl(22) and tack them at the 
martingale [of the horse]. At the crupper around the 
rump [of the horse], tighten them with the mamṭūl 
and hang them like nooses. Then, wear felt-lined 
hessian mail and pants. Do not take your legs 
out of the pants. Overlay the mail and the pants 

Pl. II. A horseman showing fire tricks with his sword, 
helmet and buckler, in Muḥammad Ibn ‘Īsā Ibn Ismā‘īl 
Ibn Ḫisrū Šāh al-Aqṣirā’ī al Rūmī al-Ḥanafī (d. [750] 
Hijri), Nihāyat al-su’l wa-l-umniyyah fī ta‘allum 
a‘māl al-Furūsiyyah. Dublin, Chester Beatty Library 
(Manuscript no.: Ar 5655.118): fol. 156v, online 
digitized manuscript, https://viewer.cbl.ie/viewer/

object/Ar_5655_156/1/LOG_0000/
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well with the coat. Put on a similar burnoose too. 
After that, mount [the horse] and kindle the hanks. 
Use the lance or the flag that were described as 
aforementioned. Be aware that this terrifies the 
enemy at night. Moreover, if you want to use the 
sword, coat the mail, the burnoose, the thimble, 
and the forearm well as I told you before. Overlay 
the burnoose internally and externally, put oakum 
on it and interlace it with the mamṭūl. Then, light it 
and play as I explained for you. Whoever masters 
this work can develop a lot of wonderful and good 
arts out of it”(23). (Fig. 3, pls. IV/A, IV/B)

This trick is also mentioned in the Al-‘Adīm 
al-miṯl manuscript under the title “Playing with 
Nafṭ on a Horse while Its Horseman is Lighting 
Fire” as follows: “Cut out a qarqal [body armor] 
and its burnoose from black balās(24). Put in it a 
string wrapped with oakum, which is wet with 

Pl. III. A horseman showing fire tricks with his sword, 
helmet and buckler, in Nabīl ‘Abd Al-‘Azīz, Al-
Malā‘īb fī ‘aṣr salāṭīn al-mamālīk: hazl fursān al-ḫayl 
wa ba‘ḍ mā yunazzih nufūsuhum wa abdānuhum qabla 
yawm al-ḥaqā᾿iq, vol. 2 (Cairo: Maktabat al-Anǧulū al-

Miṣriyyah, 2006): cover page. 

Fig. 3. Performing fire tricks on horses, in: Nabīl ‘Abd 
Al-‘Azīz, Al-Malā‘īb fī ‘aṣr salāṭīn al-mamālīk: hazl 
fursān al-ḫayl wa ba‘ḍ mā yunazzih nufūsuhum wa 
abdānuhum qabla yawm al-ḥaqā᾿iq, vol. 2 (Cairo: 

Maktabat al-Anǧulū al-Miṣriyyah, 2006): 19.

Pl. IV/A. Fire tricks artificers using lances and maces, 
in Kitāb al-maḫzūn li-arbāb al-funūn, Paris, National 
Library of France (Manuscript no.: Arab 2826): fol. 
103v, online digitized manuscript, https://gallica.bnf.fr/

ark:/12148/btv1b84061735 

Pl. IV/B. Fire tricks artificers using maces, in Kitāb al-
maḫzūn li-arbāb al-funūn, Paris, National Library of 
France (Manuscript no.: Arab 2826): fol. 102v, online 
digitized manuscript, https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/

btv1b84061735 
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nafṭ or linseed oil. Equip the head and the end of 
your lance with darkāwiyyah(25) firecrackers(26). 
Wrap them up with ḫiṣmāniyyah(27) felt. Put 
firecrackers at the legs and body of the horse. The 
horse should have a birkistiwān [horse-armor] of 
balās with the mentioned nafṭ bells. You should 
be preceded with two infantrymen having two 
sprinkling maces filled with colophony and 
wrapped with firecrackers and felt. They should 
put on turunǧah(28) ḫiṣmāniyyah on their heads. 
So, if you want the horses to escape, take ten men 
wearing clothes like you, put in front of everyone 
two infantrymen and attack the troops. No horse 
dares to stand before you. Kings did so”(29). (Fig. 
4, pl. V)

Furthermore, Al-Maḫzūn ğāmiʻ al-funūn 
manuscript explained this trick, saying “Explaining 
How to Act with Fire on Horses: Make the qarqal, 
helmet, and birkistiwān out of black felt lined with 
tağāfīf. Let part of the birkistiwān [of the horse]—
which is in the form of pants—down its thigh 
after being overlaid with anti-fire coating […] 

Mix it well with tağāfīf. Then, make hanks of 
oakum amounting to bells. Wet them with nafṭ, 
wrap them up with the fine iron string and put 
them in the birkistiwān line-by-line until it is 
totally covered. Put all these [bells] on the tağāfīf 
after being dyed black. You should wear qarqal 
made of hair balās with a hood and loose sleeves. 
Its [the horse] limbs and hooves should be dried 
by the way shown before so as not to get burned. 
Make dried trousers—with legs— so as to protect 
its legs from fire. Dry its [the horse] body. Put 
bells in the qarqal all over the head and the body 
as done before with the birkistiwān. Equip the two 
heads of your lance. The boys should be ready 
with water mixed with vinegar as well as kerchiefs 
wet with it [this mixture] in order to put it [the 
fire] out. So, he can put it out by using kerchiefs 
if he wants. If ten of these horsemen attacked one 
hundred horsemen or more, they will escape as 
horses do not approach and cannot bear this. This 
is a great secret [...] ˮ(30). (pls. VI/A–VI/B)

Fig. 4. Performing fire tricks on a horse, in “Al-‘adīm 
al-miṯl al-rafī‘ al-qadr”, in Mağmū‘ fi-l-Furūsiyyah wa-
l-ḫayl wa-l-ramy, Cairo, Institute of Arabic Manuscripts 

(Manuscript no.: 47 funūn ḥarbiyyah): fol. 70r.

Pl. V. Fire tricks artificers with lances, maces, and 
arrows preserved at the Keir Collection in Ham, in 
Edmund Bosworth “Armies of the Prophet”, in Islam 
and Arab World, edited by Bernard Lewis (London, 

1976): 217.
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Fire Trick Artificers
The artificers of fire tricks are those responsible 

for nafṭ known as: zarrāqūn(31), naffāṭūn(32), 
nafṭiyyah(33), and bārūdiyyah. In this regard, Ibn 
Miniklī said “Concerning Zarrāqūn: Zarrāqah, 
hurling is an honorable science and humorous joy. 
The thrower is delighted with its light in peace and 
is triumphed with its sparks in war”(34). Although 
the Mamluk historical sources present the zarrāq 
as the one responsible for nafṭ(35), many researchers 
defined him as the one who hurls nafṭ by using 
zarrāqah, hurling tube(36). In fact, it is a correct but 
not an accurate definition as it limits his tools only 
to the hurling tube (pls. I–VI) .

Tools of Fire Tricks
The Mamluks employed various armories 

in performing fire tricks during their wars. The 
following lines elucidate some of the arms and 
armor that were used in these tricks.    

Sayf (Sword)
The sword was considered to be the master 

of cold steel weapons as it was the noblest and 
the most honorable one(37). Prophet Muhammad 
(peace and blessings be upon him) said “Know 
that Paradise is under the shades of swords”(38). 
This bears witness to the dignity of the Islamic 
sword(39). 

The Mamluks used the sword in war and peace. 
Therefore, they were so keen on learning its arts(40). 
In this concern, the Mamluk military manuscripts 
played a significant role in clarifying the training 
methods for both infantry and cavalry(41) as it 
was a necessity for the Mamluks to know how 
to fence with it, whether on foot or on horse(42). 
These manuscripts also elucidate the various arts 
of using swords in seriousness and amusement(43). 

The most important question in this context 
is “How did the Mamluks use the sword in fire 
tricks?” They mastered converting a normal sword 
into a fiery one by fixing a piece of oakum wet 
with nafṭ on the tip of the sword and kindling 
it. They used these fiery swords to demonstrate 
the various arts they innovated in sword play(44). 
(Fig. 2, pls. II–III) 

Pl. VI/A. A horseman carrying a lance during a fire trick, 
in Nāṣir al-Dīn Abū ‘Abdullāh Muḥammad Ibn Ya‘qūb 
Ibn Ḫazzām (d. [250] Hijri), Kitāb al-maḫzūn ğāmiʻ al-
funūn, Paris, National Library of France (Manuscript 
no.: Arab 2824): fol. 63r, online digitized manuscript, 

https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8422958j  

Pl. VI/B. A horseman carrying a mace in a fire trick, 
in Nāṣir al-Dīn Abū ‘Abdullāh Muḥammad Ibn Ya‘qūb 
Ibn Ḫazzām (d. [250] Hijri), Kitāb al-maḫzūn ğāmiʻ al-
funūn, Paris, National Library of France (Manuscript 
no.: Arab 2824): fol. 63v, online digitized manuscript, 

https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8422958j 
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Rumḥ (Lance)
Prophet Muḥammad (peace and blessings 

be upon him) said “Whoever carries a lance 
intending to Fight with it in the cause of Allah, 
then Allah will save him from the punishment due 
for his sins on Judgment Day”(45). The lance had a 
great significance for Muslims in general and the 
Mamluks in particular(46). 

It is worth noting that the Mamluks used the 
lance in peace and war(47). Mastering its use was 
an indispensible demand for every Mamluk(48). 
Moreover, the prowess in using it represented 
the zenith of furūsiyyah(49). The Mamluk military 
manuscripts expatiate in mentioning the training 
ways of its usage for both the infantryman and 
horseman. These manuscripts also clarify the 
various techniques of using the lance either in 
seriousness or amusement(50). In this context, Al-
Ḥasan Ibn ʻAbdullah said “[...] Playing with it 
[lance] in hippodromes and before sultans differs 
from its use in war(51)[...]”.

The Mamluk military manuscripts mention 
many techinques of flammable lances. These 
techinques are entitled tarsīm al-rimāḥ. In other 
words, it is the equipping of lances with fire pieces 
in order to become flammable(52). For instance, 
Ibn Mankalī  entitled one of his techinques “A 
Techinque for a Lance, which Throws Fire More 
than 20 Cubits Forward”(53). 

As for the usage of lances in fire tricks, Mamluk 
military manuscripts present clear evidence that 
flammable lances played an important role during 
fire performances on horses as aforementioned. 
(pls. I, IV/A, V, VI/A)

‘Alam (Flag)
The Mamluks knew the flag, which is a banner 

that is tied to a lance(54). As for the fire flag, Ibn 
Mankalī explained the method of preparing such a 
flag involving cutting a piece of raw leather in the 
form of a flag, fixing it on a lance, covering it with 
a special coat, then fixing the oakum in order to be 
kindled. In this context, he said “[…] Wet it [the flag] 
with nafṭ, sprinkle sulfur on it and set it afire […]”. 
It is worth noting that Ibn Mankalī  also cited 
evidence of using flammable flags in both war 
and peace by entitling his techinque  “The Flag, 
the Lance and al-taǧāfīf to Play with”. Moreover, 
fire flags were used during fire performances on 
horses as mentioned before(55). 

Dabbū (Mace)
A mace is a club that consists of a shaft 

featuring a head that has different forms(56). The 
great importance of the mace in the Mamluk 
period(57) led to excelling its manufacture(58). It 
is worth mentioning that the Mamluk military 
manuscripts are replete with the description of the 
properties of good maces(59). 

The Mamluks were keen on using maces in war 
and in peace(60). Manuscripts explain the training 
ways of using the mace for both the infantry and 
the cavalry, and discuss the various arts of its 
usage in either seriousness and amusement(61). 

It is worth noting that these manuscripts 
present many techinques for tarsīm al-dabbūs, 
which means equipping the mace with flammable 
pieces(62). In this respect, the author of al-‘Adīm 
al-miṯl manuscript inscribed “A Techinque for a 
Mace that Sets a Green Tree Afire and Cannot Be 
Extinguished Except by Using Vinegar”(63). 

In this concern, Al-Rammāḥ proved that 
flammable maces were used during war. This 
is shown in the techinque of dabbūs raš(64); 
sprinkling mace. He said “[…] Set fire to the 
mace and attack your enemy by sprinkling. Evade 
wind to be safe from sparks”(65). Moreover, the 
Al-Maḫzūn manuscript in St. Peterburg(66) tackles a 
fire trick in which maces were used: “[…] Before 
them, there were chosen men having dabābīs 
al-raš, sprinkling maces, ṣawāriḫ, firecrackers, 
and madāfiʻ, cannons, marching in front of the 
army”(67). (pls. I, IV/A, IV/B, V, VI/B)

Dir‘ (Armour)
The Mamluks used various sorts of armor in 

fire tricks. They not only equipped their arms—
swords, lances, maces, and suchlike—with fire 
but their armor as well. These armories that were 
used in fire tricks are tackled hereinafter.

1.  Ḫawzah (Helmet)
The helmet is a hard protective covering 

for the head that is usually made up of iron and 
lined with substances that absorb and disperse 
hits. The various types of Mamluk helmets that 
are conserved in several museums are concrete 
evidence on the skillfulness and proficiency in 
manufacturing and decorating helmets(68). 
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The Mamluk military manuscripts clarify that 
flammable helmets were made out of different 
materials such as felt or iron lined with silk. It 
is worth noting that the Mamluks succeeded in 
converting the ordinary helmet to a flammable one 
through fixing pieces of oakum wet with nafṭ and 
setting them afire. 

Flammable helmets were used in war and 
peace during that period(69). The Mamluk 
military manuscripts elucidate the usage of these 
helmets during fire performances on horses as 
aforementioned. (pls. I–V)

2.  Dir‘ al-Ğasad (Body Armor)(70)

The Mamluks used body armor to protect the 
infantry, cavalry, as well as horses. They perfected 
the making of hard armor unaffected by any 
weapon(71). 

The Mamluk military manuscripts show 
that flammable armor was made out of different 
materials such as canvas, felt, or balās(72). 

The Mamluks used different types of flammable 
body armor in seriousness and amusement. The 
question that poses itself is: How did they obtain 
flammable body armor? The Mamluk military 
manuscripts answer this question by tackling fire 
performances on horses. Simply, the costumes of 
the infantryman and the horseman as well as the 
armor of the horse were provided with nafṭ(73). It is 
worth mentioning that before the fire performances 
this armor was covered with a special anti-fire 
coat in order not to be kindled (pls. I, V). 

It is worth noting that the Mamluks excelled in 
making flammable armor to the extent that they 
used gunpowder in this art. In this context, the 
author of al-‘Adīm al-miṯl said “[…] Then, turn 
to the horse’s armor: Make a birkistiwān of hair 
covering its rump, thorax, neck uptill the hock. 
Make an iron chamfron. Clothe it with all what 
was mentioned and use lots of firecrackers in the 
armor [...] ˮ(74). 

3. Turs (Buckler)
The buckler is a plate made out of wood, leather, 

or iron that soldiers used to protect themselves 
against different weaponry. The Mamluks knew 
different types of bucklers such as rectangular, 

circular, domed, and flat(75). They were proficient 
in making very strong bucklers unaffected by any 
kind of arms(76). 

The author of Al-Ğihād wa-l-Furūsiyyah 
manuscript noted neither the wooden nor the 
leather bucklers were used for fire; but the iron 
buckler, saying “[…] The question is: When is the 
iron buckler considered beneficial? The answer is: 
When confronting the fire iron sprinkler […]”(77). 

The Mamluk military manuscripts mention 
various techniques of flammable bucklers. 
For instance, Al-Rammāḥ clarified the way of 
providing a buckler with fire under the title “A 
Technique for Equipping a Military Buckler”(78). 
In this regard, Ibn Mankalī cited that the army 
ought to have special tools filled with fire under 
their iron bucklers(79). 

As for bucklers and fire tricks, it is worth 
mentioning that the Nihāyat al-su’l manuscript 
along with its illustrations confirm the usage of 
the flammable buckler in the fire performances on 
horses. The Mamluks rendered the buckler fiery 
by fixing a piece of felt wet with nafṭ to it. Thus, 
this manuscript presents patent evidence of using 
fiery bucklers in fire performances during the 
Mamluk period(80). (pls. II–III) 

Hence, the Mamluk military manuscripts 
presented patent evidence that the Mamluks made 
use of various arms in fire tricks such as swords, 
lances, flags, and maces, as well as armor such as 
helmets, body armor, and bucklers in their wars. 
The Mamluk success in converting their arms and 
armor to fiery ones cannot be discarded(81). The 
manuscripts’ illustrations make perfectly evident 
that fire tricks artificers did use these various tools 
in performing their tricks(82). (pls. I-VI) 

In addition, Mamluk historical sources 
mention some tools used by fire trick artificers 
in the following quotation: “Zarrāqūn threw nafṭ 
containers […] Arrows and lances were equipped 
with nafṭ and distributed to zarrāqūn [...]”(83). 

 Costumes of Fire Tricks
Regarding the costumes of fire trick artificers, 

they were fireproof to suit the nature of their 
work(84). They had nothing special, but were coated 
with a non-flammable substance that protected 
them from fire(85). 
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The Mamluk military manuscripts involve 
many techinniques of fireproofing coats. For 
instance, Al-Ṭarsūsī mentioned various types of 
these techinniques, entitling one of them as “A 
Techinque of another Coat Protecting Whoever so 
Anointed from Being Harmed by Fire”(86).

Ḥasan al-Rammāḥ enumerated many of them. 
He said in one of these techinniques “A techinque 
about tarbīṣāt […] Coat your body and clothes, 
or any clothes you want. If a hundred [fire] pieces 
are broken on it [this coat], it does not catch fire 
as it is thoroughly well [protected]”(87). In another 
techinque, he said “A techinque of a coat for bodies, 
arms, ships, and horses […] which protects them 
from catching fire […] Coat anything you like 
with it. It is very well-examined in hindering fire 
[...] If you even coat wood and throw it into fire, 
it will not burn. Use it in coating whatever you 
need and fire will not affect it”(88). He also entitled 
some techinques “Preventing Fire from Burning” 
and said in one of them, “Stain whatever you want 
with it, leave it to dry and toss it into fire; it will 
not be burnt”(89). 

Furthermore, Ibn Mankalī  mentioned some of 
these techinques(90) and said in one of them: “A 
Coat for a Non-flammable Cloth: Coat material 
with it, let a man wrap himself in it and set it afire. 
It will inflame but the man will not feel its hotness 
[…] Coat a cloth inwardly or outwardly, dry it then 
let a man wrap himself in it. After that, cook nafṭ 
with sulfur and goat fat […] then sprinkle it on 
the cloth outwardly, then inflame it. The fire will 
keep lighting while you keep sprinkling nafṭ over 
it every now and then throughout a whole day. The 
inside part of the cloth will not catch anything. If 
a man does so, he should protect his face from the 
flames of fire”(91). 

The coat is also described in the Maḫzūn 
manuscripts as follows: “The Techinque of tağāfīf 
Serving as a Lining of qarqal and birkistiwān: 
Take felt and provide it with tağāfīf, which will be 
a lining for the qarqal and the birkistiwān. These 
tağāfīf are vinegar of wine, ochre, mica solution, 
fish glue, and sandarac. The qarqal, which is 
balās, is wet well before sewing the bells. The 
lining, which is the dried felt that is put over the 
balās, is wet […]”(92). 

These coats provided shelter from fire in war(93). 
In this regard, it is worth mentioning that they 

were the hidden secret that fire tricks artificers 
used in most of their tricks. They succeeded by 
using these coats in attaining a blazing horseman 
on a blazing horse(94). 

The descriptions of the costumes of the fire 
trick artificers, as well as the horses’ birkistiwānāt 
mentioned in the Mamluk military manuscripts, 
show that they were usually covered with 
fireproofing coats and provided with nafṭ. They 
were demonstrated precisely in the magnificent 
illustrations of these manuscripts (pls. I, V). To 
sum up, these manuscripts ensured that these 
costumes and birkistiwānāt played a great role in 
carrying out various nafṭ arts especially the trick 
of “Fire Performances on Horses”(95) as shown 
before. 

 Training Horses on Fire Tricks
In this respect, it is worth mentioning that 

horsemanship(96) was the pivot round of which 
the whole way of life of the Mamluk upper class 
revolved on and derived its courtly pride and feeling 
of superiority. Horsemanship was considered a 
prerequisite for the Mamluk, without which life 
was dull and meaningless. The Mamluk’s close tie 
with his horse was not only forged in the military 
schools of the capital; it had much deeper roots. It 
began in early childhood while he was still amid 
the steppes of wild mountains of his country of 
origin, where the horseman was the backbone of 
society(97).

The horse had great value for the Mamluk 
horseman. It played an indispensible role in his 
life in seriousness and amusement(98). Concerning 
fire tricks, Al-Aqṣirā᾿ī proved that there were 
infantry and horsemen among nafṭ artificers, 
saying “[…] The third [line] are unarmed, who are 
[…] zarrāqūn and naffāṭūn. These three lines are 
infantry. The fourth line is composed of horsemen 
who are armed with lances; and some of them are 
zarrāqūn […]”(99). Furthermore, the illustrations 
of the Mamluk military manuscripts confirm 
this through portraying nafṭ artificers as being 
cavalrymen and infantrymen(100) (pls. I-VI).

Nafṭ artificers should necessarily have well-
trained horses. Ibn Mankalī clarified that, saying 
“The well-trained horse […] should have the 
ability to be steady at hearing screams of cannons 
and at seeing hurled fire […] and nufūṭāṭ”(101). 
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Hence, the Mamluks paid great attention to 
breeding and training horses on the different arts 
of nafṭ(102). Al-Aqṣirā’ī highlighted the importance 
of such trainings, saying “Train [horses] on such 
things […] Make firecrackers and dahāšāt and 
suchlike for them [horses] so as to get then used to 
such things before experiencing them”(103). In this 
regard, the Al-Maḫzūn ğāmiʻ al-funūn manuscript 
said “He [the horseman] should train the horse 
before performing any of the nafṭ arts in order not 
to bolt and hinder him [the horseman]. If he [the 
horseman] did not train it [the horse], it would 
refrain and never approach […] If the rider is not 
a horseman, it will fling him. Hence, he should sit 
steady on the horse and train it well […]”(104). 

The Mamluk military manuscripts present 
the way of these trainings in detail as follows: 
“[…] Horses should get accustomed to all this 
attire, or else they will refrain and throw their 
horsemen. How to train the horse: Plug its ears 
well with cotton. Make darkāwiyyah firecrackers 
along with bells, maces, and lances. Crack a small 
cannon and firecrackers before the horse. Get 
the plug out of the horse’s ears successively […] 
Thereby; the horse gets familiar and habituated to 
this”(105). 

It is worth mentioning that these trainings 
were carried out in secrecy as stated in the coming 
quotation: “[…] The horses […] should not be 
trained except in the desert in order not to be 
seen by anybody […] The horses should not be 
attired except in a retreat so that no one would see 
them”(106).

The Mamluk military manuscripts clarify that 
the Mamluks mastered training horses in nafṭ arts 
while some coeval countries were not even aware 
of this art; thus, their horses bolted at seeing fire 
and at hearing cannons and firecrackers(107), unlike 
the Mamluks’ trained horses. In this respect, Ibn 
Mankalī said “If the franks who are facing us are 
cavalry then we shoot at them with incendiary 
arrows and cannons since their horses will be 
frightened away, and when their mobilization 
is in disarray then they will be chased […]”(108) 
Moreover, Ibn Aybak al-Dawādārī proved this, 
saying “[...] Two hundred Mamluk zarrāq were 
given nafṭ equipment […] Zarrāqūn played with 
fire. Wild lands and deserts became dark. They 
saw death […] When his Mamluks played with 
nafṭ and fire, the akādīš of the Tatars ran away 

because they were not accustomed to such things 
[…] Their horses bolted from fire, cymbal clashed 
and horn blew…”(109). (pl. I) Therefore, the 
Mamluks took enormous care of training horses 
during nafṭ arts so as not to bolt during such tricks. 
The significance and necessity of such training 
during the Mamluk period thus becomes patent. 

Secrecy of Fire Tricks
The Mamluk military manuscripts confirmed 

that fire tricks were considered to be a profound 
secret. The Mamluks had to maintain the science 
of zarrāqah, hurling in a shroud of secrecy. 
Concerning this matter, Ibn Mankalī said “The 
zarrāqah industry should not be revealed to those 
lacking trusty religion and good manners. Kings 
in the past were disapproving those who divulge it 
to anyone other than kings and those chosen to be 
taught it […]”(110).

In this respect, Al-Aqṣirā’ī assured that 
these tricks, which were performed during fire 
performances on horses, were kept secret. He 
said “[…] If fire is extinguished […] go far 
away from the procession lest anyone know your  
secret […]”(111). Moreover,  the Al-Maḫzūn ğāmiʻ 
al-funūn manuscript confirmed this, saying “[…] 
If ten of these horsemen attacked one hundred 
horsemen or more, they will escape as horses 
do not approach and cannot bear this. This is a 
great secret [...]”.(112) In addition, the Al-Maḫzūn  
li-arbāb al-funūn manuscript asserted that, saying, 
“[…] That is the way of frightening Allah′s enemy 
especially at night […] This is a magnificent  
secret […]”(113).

Unfortunately, the secret did not last long. 
For instance, the Mamluk Prince Qarā Sunqur(114) 
rebelled against Sultan al-Nāṣir Muḥammad 
Ibn Qalāwūn and saught protection from 
Ḫadābandāh(115), the King of the Tatars in 711 AH/ 
1311 CE(116). The rebellious prince taught the Tatar 
troops all about war equipment and nafṭ arts. In 
this regard, Ibn Aybak al-Dawādārī said, “The 
Egyptian princes informed him [Ḫadābandāh] 
about all the war equipment that Halāwūn’s 
dynasty would had never known before […]”(117). 
Elsewhere, he added that “[…] Qarā Sunqur also 
put five hundred zarrāq at the vanguard of King 
Ḫadābandāh’s army after teaching them how to 
play with nafṭ and its equipment […]”(118). 
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In this respect, Al-Maqrīzī said “[…] One of the 
Circassian Mamluks, who was zardakāš in Egypt, 
came to him [the King of Abyssinia] and stayed 
at his country. He made him a zaradḫānah, which 
included different sorts of arms: swords, lances, 
body armor, and suchlike; their only weapon had 
been the bayonet. Moreover, a Mamluk amīr 
called al-Ṭanbuġā Mafraq(119), who was deputized 
on some regions in Upper Egypt, fled the country 
to him [the King of Abyssinia]. He had knowledge 
about the techniques of war equipment and the arts 
of horsemanship. He was honored by Al-Ḥaṭā.(120) 
He taught his soldiers [of the King of Abyssinia] 
to throw arrows, play with lances and fight with 
swords. He made nafṭ for them as well. That is 
how they knew war industries […]”(121). Hence, it 
became obvious that the Mamluks conveyed nafṭ 
art—which reached its zenith under their rule—
to some other nations who had known nothing  
about it. 

Fire Tricks in Mamluk Wars
The fact that Mamluk Sultans cared about this 

art can be derived from an important historical 
remark of Ibn ‘Abd al-Ẓāhir who said that in the 
reign of Sultan al-Ẓāhir Baybars (658 – 676 AH/ 
1260 – 1277 CE): “Upon the Sultan’s orders, full 
equipment were made for princes, soldiers and 
their Mamluks […] A great number of ẓāhiriyyah 
Mamluks learnt how to play with fire on  
horses […] People embrace their king’s approach 
[…]”(122).

The Mamluk military manuscripts affirm the 
use of fire tricks in 658 AH/1260 CE at the battle 
of ‘Ayn Ğālūt between the Mamluks and the 
Mongols(123). For example, the Al-‘Adīm al-miṯl 
manuscript states “Kings of old ages used tricks 
in all their wars […] Egyptians used this trick in 
defeating the Tatars [Mongols]. The way to do 
this: […] Men furnished with sprinkled maces(124) 
are in front of them [cavalry]. These men should 
throw plentiful crackers by using cannons and 
march before the army”(125). (pl. I) The Al-Maḫzūn 
ğāmiʻ al-funūn manuscript says “Using fire on 
horses is a great art that vanquished Halāwūn at 
Ğālūd: the sprinkling mace that burns green trees 
in addition to the cavalier’s mace and cannon […] 
Halāwūn was defeated only by this art; therefore, 
the kings should store this preparation in their 
magazines for the expeditions against the infidels. 

The kings neglected it only because they were 
ignorant of it […]”(126). (pls. VI/A, VI/B) The Al-
Maḫzūn li-arbāb al-funūn manuscript states: “[…] 
The art or trick that conquered Halāwūn is the 
sprinkling mace that burns green trees followed by 
the cannon and al-sahm al-ḫaṭṭā᾿ī(127), the Chinese 
arrow […] This art is a royal one that kings who are 
knowledgeable about tricks and enemy deception 
do and store inside their treasuries until the time 
of usage”(128).

In addition, the Mamluk historical sources 
confirm that the Mamluks used fire tricks at the 
battle of Wādī Ḫazindār, which took place in 699 
AH/1299 CE. Al-Maqrīzī presented a detailed 
account of this battle, saying “[...] They placed at 
the head of the army five hundred Mamluk zarrāq 
[…] While all this was going on, Ġāzān remained 
in his place and did not move. He ordered all his 
troops not to move until he himself would attack; 
only then should all of them move as one man. 
Then the Muslim army started into motion and 
the zarrāqūn kindled the nafṭ and attacked Ġāzān; 
but he still did not move. They believed that the 
moment they moved, Ġāzān would move, too 
in order to meet them. Thus the horses of the 
Mamluks by-passed the enemy by the force of 
their gallop; after having covered along distance 
they slowed down their pace, and the fire of the 
nafṭ was extinguished. At that moment Ġāzān 
attacked with all his men as one body”(129). 
Al-ʻAynī also gave a vivid narrative about this 
battle. He said “[…] The zarrāqūn kindled the 
nafṭ [...] The zarrāqūn′s nafṭ, at the head of the 
army, was extinguished […] The Muslim army 
proceeded a long distance to meet the enemy, 
who remained in their place and did not move. 
Consequently, the barūd went out […]”(130)

It is worth noting in this connection that Ayalon 
did not accept that it was nafṭ(131), which decided 
the battle of ‘Ayn Ğālūt. He justified his premises, 
saying “This testimony is not hard to refute […] 
Numerous Mamluk sources give the account of 
the battle, some of them in great detail; yet none 
of them so much as mentions the use of nafṭ. 
Decisive weapons are by no means overlooked in 
those sources, and where nafṭ did play a leading 
part, they neither ignored it nor minimized its 
importance. Why, then, the unanimous conspiracy 
of silence in this particular case?”(132). 
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Furthermore, he went beyond that, saying 
“In reality throughout their history the Mamluks 
employed nafṭ on the battlefield only once, and 
even that single experiment ended in total failure. 
This was at the battle of Wādī al-khāzindār 
between Sultan an-Nāṣir Muḥammad b. Qalāūn 
and Ilkhān Ghāzān (699 AH/1299 CE) […] The 
Mamluks learnt their lesson, and naphtha as a 
weapon in the open field was abandoned forever 
[…]”(133). In other words, he believed that nafṭ was 
not the reason for the Mamluks’ victory over the 
Mongols at ‘Ayn Ğālūt battle, and that it was only 
used once on the battlefield  of Wādī Ḫazindār. 
However, Ayalon’s point of view cannot be a 
sufficient reason for omitting or refuting what is 
mentioned in the Mamluk military manuscripts 
and the Mamluk historical sources(134).    

To sum up, the Mamluks mastered prominent 
fire tricks to the extent that they attained a 
flaming horseman mounting a flaming horse. The 
purpose of these fabulous tricks during wars was 
frightening and deceiving the enemy′s cavalry and 
horses so as to cause disorder amongst them. 

The fire trick artificers were skillful in rendering 
their arms and armor into flammable equipment so 
as to make use of them in the fire tricks. These 
tricks of course require special costumes covered 
with fireproof coats so as to protect those artificers 
as well as their horses, from fire. The Mamluk 
military manuscripts are replete with various 
techinniques of those fire-proofing coats. 

These tricks were strongly correlated 
with horsemanship, which was considered a 
cornerstone in the Mamluk society. Therefore, 
Mamluks paid great attention to training horses in 
nafṭ arts so as not to bolt during such tricks. The 
Mamluk military manuscripts present the way of 
such training in detail.

 It is worth noting that the art of fire tricks was 
considered to be a sublime mystery. The Mamluks 
were keen on maintaining these tricks in a shroud 
of secrecy. Unfortunately, the secret did not last 
long as this art, which reached its zenith during 
the Mamluk period, was conveyed to other nations 
who had known nothing about it.

Burning mirror (Al-funûn manuscript).
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